Appsilon is attending the BioIT World Conference on 15‑17 April - BOOK A MEETING
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We searched high and low, but we couldn't find what you're looking for.
Let's find a better place for you to go
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EXPLORE

Experience the Data Advantage






The era of Big Data has evolved. Fast results and intelligent insights are the new standard. Expertise is your lifeline. 

It's time to outpace your competitors with technical excellence and domain expertise.

Request Expert Guidance



Life Science
We provide expert guidance with modern solutions in the Life Sciences, helping you navigate the complexities of projects with confidence.
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Demo Gallery
Where data comes alive! Discover Appsilon's collection of Shiny apps crafted in both R and Python, featuring Rhino, Fluent, Blueprint, Fomantic (Semantic), and more!
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Case Studies
Explore case studies of R Shiny applications solving real business challenges through interactive data visualization.
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Rhinoverse
Our collection of open-source tools that enhance your Shiny experience.
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Data4Good
Be part of something bigger with Data4Good, our initiative to solve global challenges through data science.
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Blog
Your guide to quality data science products.
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Events
Join the vibrant Shiny community at Shiny Gathering and ShinyConf, where ideas and expertise converge.
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Shiny Templates
Simplify your development process with free templates, offering ready-to-use code for building stunning Shiny applications, today!
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Shiny Weekly
Catch the latest advancements in R Shiny and keep connected with the Shiny community through the Shiny Weekly newsletter. Stay informed, stay inspired.
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Company
Data4GoodAI and ResearchBlogCareersPrivacy PolicyCode of Conduct


Shiny Resources
Shiny ConferenceShiny WeeklyShiny TemplatesShiny ToolsAppsilon's GitHub



Partnerships
Posit (formerly RStudio)Domino Data LabR-BloggersPython-Bloggers




Privacy PolicyCode of Conduct
Copyrights © appsilon.com All rights reserved.











